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COMPUTER PROGRAMFOR THE CALCULATIONOF MULTICOMPONENT
CONVECTIVEDIFFUSIONDEPOSITIONRATES FROM CHEMICALLY
FROZEN BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY_




Bor-KuanChen** and Daniel E. Rosner***
Yale University
ChemicalEngineeringDepartment
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
SUMMARY
lhe computerprogramdevelopedbased on multlcomponentchemicallyfrozen
boundary layer (CFBL)theory for calculatingvapor and/or small particlede-
_ position rates is documented. A specificapplicationto perlmeter-averaged
Na2SO4 depositionrate calculationson a cylindricalcollectoris demon-
strated. The manual includesa typical programinput and output for users.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wide varietyof differentengineeringflelds-lncludlngchemicalcoating
of metals, solid state electronicsdevice fabrication,filtration,aircraft
icing, corrosionand foulingof gas turbineblades,heat exchangers,etc.-deal
wlth vapor and particlecapture,either to exploitor to suppressIt, depending
on the context. A comprehensivebut tractableconvectivediffusiondeposition
rate theory has been developedat Yale Universitybased on the assumptionof a
multlcomponent"chemicallyfrozen"boundarylayer (CFBL) as outlined In Rosner
et al. [l]. The theory which makes full use of availabletransportcoefficient
and property informationIs not only applicableunder condltlonsof multi-
component_ transport(e.g.,CVD applications),but it Is also intrinsi-
cally capable of simultaneouslydealingwlth particletransportprovidedthe
particlesare small enough to be consideredheavy molecules. The purposeof
thls manual is to document a simple but useful computercode based on CFBL
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and Grant NAG3-201 (Yale Univ.).
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theory for calculatingalkali sulfatedepositionrates. We hope that the
manual will preventfurthermisapplicationsof CFBL theory as has been en-
counteredin the literature[2]. Detaileddescriptionof thls program,with
specificapplicationto perlmeter-averagedNa2SO4 depositionrate calculations
on a cylindricalcollectoris given below. Typicalprograminput and output





Cmh coefficientdefining relativesensitivityof mass transferand heat
transferto variableproperties,equation (37)
Cp heat capacityper unit mass at constantpressure
cv heat capacityper unit mass at constantvolume
D Fick diffusioncoefficient
d collector(target)diameter
_j nozzle Jet diameterfunction
f fuel to air mass flow rate ratio
I mainstreamturbulenceintensity
K coefficientsof curve-fltin equation(ll)
k Boltzmannconstant
L mainstreamturbulencelength scale
Le Lewis number (ratioof Flck to thermaldlffuslvlty)
molecularweight





Pr Prandtlnumber (ratio of kinematicviscosityto thermaldlffuslvlty)
R universalgas constant
Re Reynoldsnumber
S spin parameter,equation (33)
s definedby equation (31)









_T,-l coefficientof T-1 in power series expansionof aT _









angularspeed of the collector(target)





D pertainingto Flck diffusioncoefficient
h heat transfer
i species I












CVD chemical vapor deposition
II. DESCRIPTIONOF PROGRAMWITH APPLICATIONTO Na2SO4 DEPOSITION
The CFBL computercode was developedfor and Is being used to interpret
Na2SO4 depositionexperimentsat NASA Lewis ResearchCenter,Cleveland,Ohio
[3] becauseof Its importanceIn hot corrosion. Therefore,here we specifi-
cally concentrateon Na2SO4 depositionrate predictionvla the transportof
many Na containingspeciesto the collector,althoughthe theory Is general In
that other salts can easily be incorporated. For a typicalburner rlg and
collectorconfiguration,and stationnomenclatureshown in figure l, where any
Na containingsalt is seeded Into the combustor,the depositionrate of Na2SO4
can be shown to be:
_,, l MNa2S04 • F(turb) P_ _i I
Na2SO4 = 2 " _ " d- " ul " DI,= " N-_m,l" Fl(S°ret)
• , . . __p__. 1 (I)
. (Xl, _ - Xl, W) - Xl, W Fl(Soret ) \Lel,_] Cp,w Cmh,1
lhe multlcomponentnature of the problem Is reflectedby the appearance
of summationswhich includeeach Na carrier species I. The presentprogram
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considersfour differentpossibleNa carriers: Na, NaOH, Na2SO4 and NaCl.
Note the implicitassumption(checkedbelow via the elementflux ratio con-
tralnt)that once Na arrivesat the surfaceof the collectorby any of Na
carriers,there is always enough sulfur available(e.g., suppliedto the system _ -
by fuel) to form Na2SO4.
The mole fractionof each Na carrierspeciesin the free streamand at the .
collectorsurface (Xi _ and Xl,W) is suppliedto the program by the user.
The theory leads to s_mplealgebraicflux relationsfor each speciessince it
assumes that there is thermo-chemlcalequilibriumat stations"_" and "w",
although the boundary layer itself is chemicallyfrozen. In the applications
to Na2SO4 depositionexperimentsat NASA LeRC, the Chemical EquilibriumCode
(CEC) developedat NASA LeRC [4] is used to obtain the equilibriumcompositions
after combustionat specifiedtemperaturesand pressures. However,the CFBL
code is by no means restrictedto couplingwith CEC, and the user may provide
Xi,_ and Xl,W values by any other means available.
Conditionsprevailingat station"w" requirethe impositionof one addi-
tional constraintother than vapor/condensate quilibrium[1,5]. Because
Na2SO4 is being deposited,the molar fluxes of Na and S must stand in the
ratio 2:1 at the prevailingvapor compositions. The elementmass fractionsof
the inorganicconstituentscharacterizingthe free streamare dictatedby the
experimentalconditions;however,the situationat station"w" is more compli-
cated because transportacross the boundarylayer contributesto element
"segregation." Therefore,the elementmass fractionsat the surfaceof the
collectorgenerallywlll not be the same as those in the free stream [5].
Hence, the CFBL programalso calculatesthe total S molar flux to the surface
with the same formulationgiven in equation(I). The dominant S carriersto
the surfaceare chosen to be SO2, S03, and H2S. Therefore,the user has to
provide Xl _ and Xl w values for SOt, SOR, and HgS as inputs to the pro-
ra "' ..... _g m. For any particularset of Xi _ and Xi w values,obtainedfrom equi-
libriumcalculationsand input to th_ CFBL program,the output gives the cal-
culatedNa to S molar flux ratio. In order to satisfyboth the thermodynamic
(chemicalequilibrium)and the transport(molarflux ratio)constraints,the
user has to iterateon Xl,W values obtainedfrom equilibriumcalculations
with clever choicesof elementmass fractions. Finally,the properlychosen
elementmass fractionswill give the proper equilibriumcompositionsof Na and
S carriersat station"w" which in turn will satisfythe 2:1Na to S molar
flux ratio constraint. Experiencewith the CFBL program indicatesthat in
cases where the systemcontainsexcess S',the predictedNa2SO4 deposition
rates are practicallyInsenslstlveto the fulfillmentof the transportre-
quirementexcept close to the dew point temperature.f
Modificationof the CFBL programfor applicationto the multlcomponent
chemicalvapor depositionof condensatesother than Na2SO4 is conceptually
straightforward. It requiresthe proper choice of dominantcarrier speciesand
provisionof relevantthermodynamicand transportparametersto the program.
Generalizedversionsof the presentCFBL code are being developedand applied
to Na2SO4 + K2SO4 and Na2SO4 + K2SO4 + LI2SO4 solutioncondensatedeposition
situationsused at Yale University[5] and NASA LeRC.
#For the discussionof the fact that "dew-polnt"is not a pure thermodynamic
quantity,the reader is referredto references[5] and [6].
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III. EVALUATIONOF THERMODYNAMICAND TRANSPORTPROPERTIES
Descriptionof the propertycalculationsgiven below assumesthat the
fo]lowlnginformationis suppliedto the programby the user as input for a
"" typicalconfigurationgiven in figure l:
jet exit diameter,cm
- J diameter of cylindricalcollector(target),cm
f Fuel to air mass flow rate ratio




Wa air mass flow rate, g/sec
Note that we are assuminga circularJet and a cylindricalcollector. For
other geometriesproper characteristicdimensionsmust be suppliedto calculate
the Jet exit area, the Reynoldsnumber and mass transferNusseltnumber.
lhe combustlonis assumedto be completeand dominatedby the reaction:
CH2 . 3/2 02 _ CO2 + H20 (2)
Hence, startingwith air of initialcomposition: 79.05 mole percentN2 and
20.95 mole percent02, we estimate the compositionof combustionproduct
gases by:
0.7905
XN2 = 1 . 1.0331f (s)
0.2095 - 3.0993f
XO2 = l + 1.0331f (4)
2.0662f
XCO2 = XH20 = l + 1.0331f
(s)
All other speciespresent in the combustionproductgas streamare assumed to
be of trace amountsand are neglectedin the propertycalculations.
A. Calculationof M, y, Tj and Uj
Average molecularweight of the combustiongases Is obtained from:
= XN2MN2 . Xo2M02 + Xco2Mc02+ XH2oMH20 (6)
.. where X is the mole Fractionof each indicatedspecies.
-- lhe ratio of heat capacityat constantpressureto heat capacityat con-
. stant volume of the mixture is calculatedby:
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c c
Y = _p,mJx _ p,mix (7)
Cv,mix Cp,mix - (R/M)
where R is the universal gas constant (1.9872 cal/mole - K), and the calcula-
tion of CD,mJx is described below. Assuming an lsentroplc Jet, the tempera-
ture and the velocityat the Jet exit plane is given by:
Tj = To(PJ_ (Y-I)/Y\Po) (8)
and
RTj Wa(l + f)
where R Is the universalgas constant (82.057atm-cm3/mole-K),and C is the
dischargecoefficientof the jet nozzle to be suppliedby the user. The dis-
charge coefficientdependson the geometricshape of the nozzle and the
Reynoldsnumber based on the nozzle diameter. If no informationis available
for the nozzle dischargecoefficient,then the programautomaticallyassigns
unity as the value of C. Note that the velocitycalculatedfrom equation (g)
based on the total mass flow rate and the effectivearea of the nozzle exit
should agree with the velocitywhich can be calculatedalso from the prevail-
ing Mach number based on the IsentroplcJet assumptionas:
uj = v • - I (ga)
where v is the sonic speed in the gas mixture at TO. In equation (9) it is
assumed that the mixture obeys the ideal gas law, so that the densityof the
mixture is simply:
PJ RTj (lO)
B. Calculationof Cp, _, g, and Di
The dimensionlessheat capacityof each dominantspecies is computed from
a curve fit:
(CR-_) T4= KS,i + K4,1T3 + K3,1T2 + K2,1T + KI,i (II) "-
where R is the universalgas constant(I.9872cal/mole- K). Two different "
sets of constants,K, are used for T _ lO00 K and T < lO00 K for a better fit.
Viscosity,_I, and thermal conductivity,xl, of dominant speciesare cal-
culatedusing Chapman-Enskogtheory:
_I = 2"6693xI0-5_2 (g/cm-sec) (12)
= _'i + 1.32 - ui (cal/cm-sec-K) (13)
where ai is the Lennard-Jonesmolecularsize parameterof the speciesand
_,,,I is the colllson integralfor viscositywhich is a functionof the
d_menslonlesstemperature kT/ci where k is the Boltzmannconstantand €i
the Lennard-Jonesmolecularinteractionenergy (well-depth)parameterfor
species I.
lhe binary Fick diffusioncoefficientof trace species k in each of
dominant species I is also calculatedfrom Chapman-Enskogtheory:
_i/T3 lIM-kk+ _1)
(cm2/sec) (14)
Dkj = 0.0018583 pa_l_D,ki
where
l
_kl = 2 " (_k + _i) (A) (15)
and QD,kl is the collisionintegralfor diffusioncoefficientwhich (Just
llke Q_,i) is also a functionof kT/=kl where:
_kl _/_kCl
k - k (K) (16)
The dimensionlessthermaldiffusionfactorfor trace species i is convenient-
ly expressedbelow after a curve-fltto calculationsbased on Chapman-Enskog
theory.
_T,i _T,=,I + _T,-l,i= T (17)
The resultingleast-squaresconstants,_T,_,I and _T,-l,i for a number of
speciesare given in reference[7].
It should be noted that unless experimentallydetermined,the uncertain-
ties involved in the estimationof o and c/k are directly reflectedin _,
x, D, and eT values [8]. Thereforethe accuracyof predictionof the CFBL
program is limitedby the accuracyof such transportparameters.
?
C. Calculationof Mixture Properties
Specificheat of the gas mixture is simplygiven by:
Cp,mlx = _ XlCp,I (18)I
where XI is the mole fractionof species I. Viscosityand thermalconduc-




Xmlx = _k xkQkl (20)i
where @kl are the Wllke-WassllJewacoefficientsgiven by:
The diffusion coefficient of species i in the mixture is calculated from:
Di,mlx = Dl,kl. (22)
The reader is referredto reference[9] for the detailsof thermodynamicand
transportproperty calculations.
IV. DIMENSIONLESSNUMBERS
The dimensionlessnumbersgiven below are evaluatedeitherat station "="
or "w" dependingon relevance. The statictemperatureat station"=", T=, is
assumed to be equal to Ti, calculatedin Section III.A.The collectorsurface
temperature(or a representativeaveragetemperatureif the collectoris not












Calculationof the Reynoldsnumber requiresknowledgeof U=. Although
Uj is obtained In Section Ill.A,U= Is not necessarilythe same as Uj de-
pendingon the Jet velocityprofileand the Jet divergenceangle. For _et
diameterslargerthan the collectordiameter (usually)the case), one needs the
centerllnevelocityat station"=" for the proper calculationof Re. However,
Uj calculatedin Section III.A. is the averagevelocityat station"J".
TEerefore,two correctionsare needed;first, to correctaverage Uj to center-
llne Uj, F (shape),and second,to correctcenterllne U_ to centerllne U=,
F (dlv)] These correctionstake Into accountthe boundar_ layer effectsand
the flow area variationfrom station "j" to station "=" dependingon Jet diver-
gence angle. Hence:
U= = Uj • F (shape) • F (dlv) (27)




F (dlv) _ UcL,j
F (shape)and F (dlv) are optionalinputs to the program. If no information
Is available,the programautomaticallyassignsunity for both. Based on
availabledata for fully developedturbulentflow in smoothcircularducts,
a suggestedestimate for F (shape)Is:





s m 6.349_i04) (31)
The mass transferNusseltnumber correlationsdepend,among other things, on
the geometryof the collectorused. In the NASA LeRC experiment[3], a cylin-
drical collectorwas used. The exampleprogram listinggiven at the end of
this manual also assumesa cylindricalcollector. By making the replacement
Pr . Sci, the perlmeter.averagedmass transfercoefficient,NUm,i, becomes
based on the heat transfercorrelationsrecommendedfor stationaryInflnltly
long cylinders[lO]. The additionaleffectsof variablepropertiesand Mach
number are approximatedby incorporatinga post-multlpllerterm based on the
recommendationsof references[ll] and [12].
NU---m,l= (0.40 Rel/2 + 0.06 Re2/3) (Sc_"4)\To/ (32)
It should be noted that if a differentcollectorgeometry is used and/or the
surfaceroughnessof the collectorcan have an appreciableeffect on mass
transfer,the equation (32) may not be applicable,and the user has to modify
the program to supply the best availablecorrespondingmass transferNusselt
number correlationfrom the literature.
In many experiments,uniformityof collectorsurfacetemperatureis ob-
tained by collectorrotationand this requiresaddltjonalmodificationsof the
formulationgiven by equation (1). In the NASA LeRC depositionexperimentsthe
rotationalspeeds of the smoothcollectorsused have been neglectedbased on
reference[13], which suggeststhat if one definesa "spin" parameter
_d
S _ 2-U- (33)
where _ is the angular speed of the target,then equation (1) (or eq. (32))
should be correctedby the multiplier
0.3i5
F (spin)_ (l + 2S2) (34)
V. THERMAL (SORET)DIFFUSIONEFFECT,F (SORET)
Inclusionof thermal (Soret)diffusionin the mass transfercalculations
introducesa nondlmenslonalthermophoretlcparameter,[14],which can be ex-
pressedas:
BT,I-=-_T,i,w (Lei,w)0"4 ( T° - TW)• • Tw (35)
The effects of thermal (Sorer) diffusion ("thermophoresis" for small particles)
is thoroughlydiscussedand correlatedin references[7, 14-17] for both vapor --
and small particlemass transfer. For the currentapplicationsof the CFBL
programto NASA LeRC depositionexperiments,the emphasishas been on vapor
lO
depos_tlon. Therefore,the "sink"effect of thermaldiffusionis Justifiably
neglected,and only the "suction"effect is considered,i.e.:
-BT, l
- " Fi (Sorer)_ Fi (suction)_ 1 - exp (BT,I) (36)
For small particlemass transferapplicationswhere inertialeffectsare not
important,the user shouldmodify the programto includethe "thermophoretlc
sink" effect as describedin references[14] and [16]. For such applications
a method for estimatingsmall particletransportproperties(Di, _T,I, etc.)
is given in reference[17].
In the program the user also has the option of completely"turningoff,"
if so desired,the thermaldiffusioneffect from inclusionIn the calculations
by specifyingthe input variable"FSORET"as "false". In this simpleway we
can demonstratethe relativeimportanceof thermaldiffusionmass transportin
any multlcomponentCVD situation.
It is known that variablepropertiesacross the boundary layer affect
mass transfer rates In a somewhatdifferentmanner than they do the better
known heat transfer rates. In case of thermaldiffusion,this effect Is in
addition to the one already incorporatedin the perlmeter-averagedNusselt
number (eq. (32)). Certainly,the effectwill be differentdependingon the
temperaturedependenceof the transportpropertiesof the speciesIn question
and the characteristicsof the mass transferboundarylayer. Therefore,It is
convenientto introducea new dimensionlessparameter,Cmh,i, definedas:
(NUm/NUm,cp)1
Cmh,l _ (NUh/NUh,cp) (37)
Simple engineering correlations to predict the effect of variable properties on
mass transfer (the numerator In eq. (37)) and on heat transfer (the denomenator
in eq. (37)) are given in reference [12]. However, If the space reserved for
Cmh,i in the input data is left blank, the programautomaticallyassignsa
value of unity for each Cmh,l.
VI. MAINSTREAMTURBULENCEEFFECT,F (turb)
It is known that mainstreamturbulence,apart from turbulencewithin the
boundary layer, influencesthe transportrates to surfaces[IB-19]. Although
there is considerablequantitativedisagreementamong variousresearchers,the
CFBL programuses the correlationgiven in reference[20] based on perimeter-
averagedheat transfermeasurementsfor cylindersin cross flow. If one has
knowledgeof free streamturbulenceintensity,It, and axial macroscaleof
turbulence,Lt, then the correlationat a particular Re for a cylinderof
diameter d Is given In the separableform:
F (turb) _ l . fctl(ItRe) • fct2(Lt/d) (38)
where fctI and fct2 are presentedin graphicalform in reference[20]. The




. 9.0 + 3.375xi0-4 ItRe If ItRe > lO4
I O.124xlO-3[(Lt/d)- ll.O]2 + 2.0xlO-3 if Lt/d > 2
fct2(Lt/d)_ (40)
-4.0xlO-3[(Lt/d)- 1.75]2 + 12.25xi0-3 if Lt/d _ 2
F (turb) probablyalso dependson Sci, but the informationIs not yet suffi-
cient in the literatureto incorporateit into the presentformalism. The user
has three options in using the F (turb)factor:
I. If one choosesnot to use the F (turb)factor,then leave the variable
"TURB" blank In input data, In which case the programautomatically
assigns the value of unity for F (turb).
2. If the particular F (turb) to be used by the program is known, then
that value should be read in as input for the variable "TURB",but
leave the variables"TURIN"and "TURL"blank.
3. If one has knowledgeof It and Lt and choosesto use the correla-
tion suppliedby the programbased on equations(3B) to (40), then
input data for "TURB" is dummy, but "TURIN"(percent It = It/lO0)and
"TURL" input valuesmust be read in.
VII. ROUTINES
The names and functionsof the subroutinesused In the programare givenbelow:
MAIN calculatesthe depositionrate based on equation(1)
PARAM provides €/k, _, and molecularweight of dominant species in the
gas mixture
CALESL providesthe dimensionlessheat capacityof dominant speciesin the
gas mixturefrom a curve flt
CALMIX calculates Cp,mlx in cal/g-K
COLINI evaluates _ and _D from a curve fit to the already supplied
kT/€ versus _ and _D data [8]. Also calculates _i and xl
for dominant species
MIXPRO calculates _mlx and _mlx
COEDIF calculates Dkl of trace species k In i
DIF calculates Di.mlX
TMDF calculates F (Sorer)
NUM calculates NUm.i
TURBL calculates F (turb)
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VIII. DESCRIPTIONOF PROGRAMINPUT
The input data to the CFBL programis read in three differentstages.
The first stage reads in one card which containsthe followinginformation
accordingto the format specified.
READ(5,1)IRUN, ITYPE, F, WA, TW, TO, PO, PJ, DC, WOBS, FSORET
l FORMAT(212,8F9.0, 3X, Ll)
IRUN lhe user can use this variable for his own purposes (e.g.,to keep
track of which experiment,which run, etc.).
IIYPE the user can use this variablefor his own purposes (e.g.,to keep
track of the type of salt ied to the combustor,etc.).
F Fuel to air mass flow rate ratio
WA Air flow rate, g/sec
IW Collector(target)surfacetemperature,K. Give an averagetempera-
ture if the collectorsurface is not isothermal.
TO Stagnationtemperature,K
PO Stagnationpressure,arm
PJ Jet exit (ambient)pressure,arm
DC Dischargecoefficientof Jet nozzle. Optional input. Leave blank
if no informationis available. See Section III.A.
WOBS Experimentallyobserveddepositionrate. Used in calculatingthe
percenterror in the prediction,mg/hr.
FSOREI Logicalvariable. Specifyas 'T' if thermaldiffusionis desiredto
be includedin the calculations,or as 'F' if otherwise.
The second stage reads in one card which containsthe followinginformation
accordingto the format specified:
READ(5,998)DIAW, LW, DJ, TURB, TURIN, TURL, SHAPE, DIV
998 FORMAT(8FIO.O)
DIAW Diameterof the cylindricaltarget, cm
LW Length (height)of the cylindricaltarget, cm
DJ Diameterof circularJet nozzle exit plane, cm
TURB lurbulenceenhancementfactor,F (turb). Optional input.
(a) Leave blank if no considerationis required.
(b) Give your own estimate if informationis available,
but then leave "TURIN"and "TURL"blank,
TURIN Percentmainstreamturbulenceintensity(It/lO0). Optional input.
(a) Leave blank if no considerationis required.
(b) Leave blank if you supply your own "TURB".
(c) Give your estimate if programconsiderationis desired,
but then specify "TURL",too.
TURL Axial macroscaleof mainstreamturbulence,cm. Optionalinput.
(a) Leave blank if no considerationis required.
(b) Leave blank if you supply your own "TURB".
(c) Give your own estimateif programconsiderationis desired,
but then specify"TURIN",too.
SHAPE F (shape). Optional input. Leave blank if no informationis
available. See Section IV.
._ DIV F (dlv). Optional input. Leave blank if no informationis
available. See Section IV.
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Note that this input is specificto Na2SO4 depositiononly, and must be modi-
fied for other salts and/or salt solutionsaccordingly. Each card containsthe
followinginformationaccordingto the format specified.
READ(5,2)XW(I), XJ(I), CMH(I)
2 FORMAT(2E15.4,FlO.O)
XW(I) Equilibriummole fractionof species i at station "w"
XJ(I) Equilibriummole fractionof species i at station "J" or equiva-
lentlyat station"_"
CMH(1) Ratio of effect of variablepropertieson mass transfer to heat
transfer. Optionalinput. See SectionV.
A typicalinput data set is given in AppendixA.
IX. DESCRIPTIONOF PROGRAMOUTPUT
lhe programoutput containsall the informationread into the programas
input. Descriptionof the additionalvariablesprinted out is given below:
D(1) Diffusioncoefficientof species I in gas mixture, Di,mlx,in cm2/sec
NU(I) Mass transferNusseltnumber of species i, Num i
SC(1) Schmldt number of species I, Scl, at station "_"
TAU(I) Thermophoretlcparameterof speciesI, BT,i
F(SORET)(I) Fi(Soret) of species I
M(I) EquivalentNa2SO4 depositionrate of species i mass transfer
rate in mg/hr
YNAJ lotal Na mole fractionin flame
YNAW lotal Na mole fractionat station"w"
YSJ Total S mole fraction in flame
YSW Total S mole fractionat station "w"
AM Averagemolecularweight of gas mixture (neglectstrace species)
TURB F(turb)
RE Reynoldsnumber at station"_"
SUM Total Na mass flux to the surfaceIn g/cm2-sec
SMS Total S mass flux to the surface in g/cm2-sec
RATIO Na to S molar flux ratio at the surface
ERROR Percenterror betweenexperimentallyobservedand predicted
Na2SO4 depositionrates
GM y = CD.mlx/Cv _.
PR Prandtlnumber at station"_"
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X(1) Mole fractionof dominant speciesin flame
TJ Jet exit statictemperature,Tj = _ K
RHOJ Denslt_of gas mixtureat station _A or equivalently,,.uin
g/cma
UJ Jet exit velocity,Uj in cm/sec
- EIAMIX _mlx at station "_"-%ng/cm-sec
LAMIX Xmix at station"_" In cal/cm-sec-K
CMIX Cp,mix at station"_" in cal/g-sec
A typicaloutput data set Is given in AppendixB.
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_23456789_23_56789_2345678_23_5_78_2345678_23456789_23_56789_23_56789_)_ REFEREHCE LINE
F WA TW TO PO PJ DC WOBS FSORET
19 2 0.0481 20.0214 gO0.O 1885.5 1.068 1.000 1.000 27.00 T
DIAW LW DJ TURB TURIN TURL SHAPE DIV





1.3345E-05 4.8236E-08 0.0 z
O.O 0.0 0.0
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TN (K) = 900.000
TO (K) = 1885.500
PO (ATM) = 1.068000
PJ (ATM) = 1.000000
DC = 1.000000
MOBS (MG/HR) = 27.0000
FSORET =T
WA (G/SEC) = 20.02159
DIAW (CM) = 1.90500
lW (CH) = 1.26_90
DJ (CM) = 2.5q000
TURIN = 0.0000 PERCENT
TURL (CM) = 0.00000
SHAPE = 0.0000
DIV = 0.0000
I=I=NAOH , I=2=HA , I=3=HA2SD4 , I=6=NACL
I D(I) NU(I) SC(I) X(I),J X(I),W TAU(I) F(SORET),I M(I) _>
1 0.29905E O1 0.78633E 02 0.10820E O1 0.63810E-05 0.69BlOE-13 0.73861E-01 1.03738 0.10364E 02 -o
2 0.37881E O1 0.7155BE 02 0.85qlBE O0 0.827qOE-06 0.31280E-19 -0.23133E-01 0.98B_8 O.lq756E O1 "om
•_ 3 0.18316E O1 0.95670E 02 0.17666E O1 0.26170E-12 0.56060E-11 0.26800E O0 1.13998 -0.6_711E-05 z
'-,J 6 0.25178E 01 0.8_235E 02 0.12851E 01 0.00000 0.00000 0.15291E O0 1.078q0 0.00000 o
x




SUM (G/CMWW2/SEC) = 0.1_063E-06
5M5 (G/CMWW2/SEC) = 0.26371E-06
RATIO = 0.7_37
PREDICTED NA2S04 DEPOSITION RATE (MG/HR) = 11.839q8







TJ (K) = 1859.6157
RHOJ(G/CMwW3) UJ(CH/S) ETAMIX(POISE) LAMIX(CAL/CM/K/S) CMIX(CAL/G/S)










0000900 C VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
0001000 C
0001100 C ADT = TEMPORARY STORAGE VALUE FOR KT/E
0001200 C AII,AJJ = TEMPORARY STORAGE VALUE FOR DATOS(3,I)
0001300 C AJ = AREA OF JET NOZZLE (CM_W2)
0001400 C ALPA(79) = KT/E AS INPUT PERMANENT DATA
0001500 C ALPHA(I) = THERMAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR TRACE SPECIES I
0001600 C AH = MEAN MOLEC. _EIGHT OF GAS MIXTURE(NEGLECTS TRACE SPECIES)
0001700 C APHMIX = THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF MIXTURE AT STATION J
0001_00 C APHW = THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF MIXTURE AT STATION N
0001900 C AiJ = AREA OF THE COLLECTOR(TARGET), (CM_w2)
0002000 C
0002100 C C = CMIX INTERMEDIATE
0002200 C CJ = DIMENSIONLESS HEAT CAPACITY
0002300 C C_IX = MIXTURE HEAT CAPACITY AT STATION J (CAL/(G_K))
0002400 C CMH(I) = RATIO OF EFFECT OF VARIABLE PROP. ON MASS TO HEAT TRANS.
0002500 C OPTIONAL INPUT.LEAVE BLANK IF NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE.
0002600 C COEF1 = COEFFICIENTS FOR COMPUTING HEAT CAPACITY (IO00K<T<5000K)
0002700 C COEF2 = COEFFICIENTS FOR COMPUTING HEAT CAPACITY (300K<T<IOOOK)
0002300 C COHDT = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (TEMPORARY) (CAL/(CM_SECWK))
0002900 C CP = MIXTURE HEAT CAPACITY AT STATION N (CAL/(GWK))
0003000 C
0003100 C D = TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR BINARY DIFF. COEF. (CM_2/SEC)
0003200 C DC = DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT OF JET NOZZLE. OPTIONAL INPUT.
0003300 C LEAVE BLANK IF NO INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE, IN NHICH
0003400 C CASE THE PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY ASSIGNS UNITY AS ITS VALUE
0003500 C DA = DIFF. COEFF. OF TRACE SPECIES AT STATION J (CMWW2/SEC)
0003600 C DATOS(1,I)= E/K FOR SPECIES I
0003700 C DATOS[2,I)= SIGMA FOR SPECIES I (COLLISION DIAMETER PARAMETER)
0003_00 C DATO5[3,I) = HOLECULAR NEIGHT OF SPECIES I
0003900 C DEN = DENOMINATOR
0004000 C DIAN = DIAMETER OF THE CYLINDERICAL COLLECTOR (CM)
0004100 C DIFF = TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR BINARY DIFF. COEF. (CM_2/SEC)
000_200 C DIV = DIVERGENCE FACTOR FOR NOZZLE JET DEFINED AS THE RATIO
0004300 C OF CENTERLINE VELOCITY AT COLLECTOR LOCATION TO
0004400 C CENTERLINE VELOCITY AT JET EXIT. DEPENDS ON THE JET
000_500 C DIVERGENCE ANGLE. OPTIONAL INPUT, LEAVE BLANK IF NO
0004600 C INFORMATION AVAILABLE.
0004700 C DJ = DIAMETER OF JET NOZZLE EXIT PLANE (CM)
0004800 C D!J = DIFF. COEF. OF TRACE SPECIES AT STATION N (CM_w2/SEC)000_900 C
0005000 C E/K = RATIO OF MOLECULAR INTERACTION ENERGY PARAMETER
0005100 C (LENNARD-JOHES) TO BOLTZMAHN CONSTANT (K)
0005200 C EOKI,EOKJ = TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR DATOS(loI)=E/K
0005300 C EOVKIJ = E/K, SQUARE ROOT OF EOKIWEOKJ
0005400 C EPSOVK = DATOS(1,I)=E/K
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0005500 C ERN = DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTED AND OBSERVED DEPO. RATES
". 0005600 C ERROR = PERCENT ERROR BETWEEN PREDICTED AND OBSERVED DEP. RATE
0005700 C ET = EXPONENTIAL(-TAU), SORET INTERMEDIATE
0005800 C ETA = MIXTURE VISCOSITY AT STATION N (G/(CMWSEC))
0005900 C ETAMJ = TEMPORARY VALUE FOR MIXTURE VISCOSITY (G/(CMWSEC))
0006000 C ETAMIX = MIXTURE VISCOSITY AT STATION J (G/(CMWSEC))
0006100 C
0006200 C F = FUEL TO AIR RATIO (BY MASS)
0006300 C FSDRET = LOGICAL VALUE PLACED IKTD THE INPUT DATA FILE. IF IT 15
0006400 C SET TO 'T' THEN THE SORET EFFECT WILL BE INCLUDED. IF IT
0006500 C IS SET TO 'F' THEN THE SORET EFFECT WILL BE EXCLUDED.
0006600 C
0006700 C GM = GAMMA
0006800 C GHR = (GAMHA-I.)/GAMMA
0006900 C G = WASSILJENA-WILKE FACTOR
0007000 C
0007100 C ITYPE = NOT USED BY PROGRAM. OPTIONAL FOR USER PURPOSES.
0007200 C IRUN = NOT USED BY PROGRAM. OPTIONAL FOR USER PURPOSES.
0007300 C
0007400 C LArIDA = MIXTURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AT STATION W (CAL/(CMWSECWK))
0007500 C LArIP = TEMPORARY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (CAL/(CMWSEC_K))
0007600 C LArIIX = MIXTURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AT STATION J (CAL/(CMWSECMK))
0007700 C LEJ = LEWIS NUMBER FOR TRACE SPECIES AT STATION J
00O7800 C LOD = RATIO OF MAINSTREAM TURBULENCE LENGTH SCALE TO COLLECTOR DIAM.
0007900 C LN = LENGTH OF THE CYLINDERICAL COLLECTOR (CM)
000_000 C LEW = LEWIS NUMBER FOR TRACE SPECIES AT STATIOH N
0008100 C
0008200 C M = DATOS(3,1)=MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SPECIES I
0008300 C H(I) = EQUIVALENT NA2S06 DEPOSITION RATE OF TRACE SPECIES MASS
0003400 C TRANSFER RATE (MG/HR)
0003500 C
0003600 C NU = NUSSELT NUMBER FOR MASS TRANSFER
0008700 C
O00GSO0 C OHEDT,OVDT= COLLISION INTEGRALS
0003900 C O_IED(79) = COLLISION INTEGRAL FOR MASS DIFFUSIVITY
0009000 C O_IE (79) = COLLISION INTEGRAL FOR VISCOSITY OR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
0009100 C
0009200 C PHI = F(TURB) INTERMEDIATE RELATED TO TURBULENCE INTENSITY
0009300 C PJ = JET EXIT PLANE PRESSURE (ATM)
0009400 C PD = STAGNATION PRESSURE (ATM)
0009500 C PR = PRANDTL HUMBER AT STATION J
O00gGO0 C PROV = INTERMEDIATE IN CALCULATION OF ETAMIX
0009700 C PSI = F(TURB) INTERMEDIATE RELATED TO TURBULENCE LENGTH SCALE
0009800 C
0009900 C R = GAS CONSTANT=l.9872 CAL/(GMOLE_K)
0010000 C RATIO = SODIUM TO SULFUR MOLAR FLUX RATIO
0010100 C RE = REYHOLDS HUHBER AT COLLECTOR LOCATION
0010200 C REJ = REYNOLDS NUMBER AT OUTLET OF JET
0010300 C _I{OJ = DENSITY OF MIXTURE AT JET OUTLET
0010600 C RIIOW = DENSITY OF MIXTURE AT WALL
0010500 C
0010600 C SC = SCHMIDT NUMBER FOR TRACE SPECIES AT STATION J
0010700 C SHAPE = SHAPE FACTOR (CENTERLINE VELOCITY)/(AVERAGE VELOCITY)
0010_00 C OPTIONAL INPUT. LEAVE BLANK IF NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE.
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0010900 C SIGMA = MOLECULAR SIZE PARAMETER (LENNARD-JONES)
0011000 C SIGI,SIGJ = TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR DATOS(2,I):SIGMA
0011100 C SIGK,SIGL = TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR DATOS(2,I)=SIGMA
0011200 C SIG2 = DATOS(2,I)=SIGMA
0011300 C SIG = SIGMA VALUE FOR SPECIES I
0011400 C S_](I) = MASS FLUX OF TRACE SPECIES I (G/CM_2/SEC)
0011500 C SrIS = TOTAL SULFUR MASS FLUX TO THE SURFACE (G/CM_2/SEC)
0011600 C SUM = TOTAL SODIUM MASS FLUX TO THE SURFACE (G/CM_2/SEC)
0011700 C
0011800 C T = TEMPERATURE (K)
0011900 C TAU = SORET SUCTION PARAMETER FOR SPECIES I
0012000 C TO = STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (K)
0012100 C THERM = THERMAL DIFFUSION FACTOR FOR SPECIES I
0012200 C TJ = JET (STATIC) TEMPERATURE (K)
0012300 C TURB = TURBULENCE ENHANCEMENT FACTOR. OPTIONAL INPUT.
0012400 C A) LEAVE BLANK IF HO CONSIDERATION REQUIRED.
0012500 C B) GIVE YOUR OWN ESTIMATE IF INFORMATION AVAILABLE, BUT
0012600 C LEAVE 'TURIN' AND 'TURL' BLANK IF YOU DO SO.
0012700 C TURIN = PERCENT MAINSTREAM INTENSITY. OPTIONAL INPUT.
0012800 C A) LEAVE BLANK IF NO CONSIDERATION REQUIRED.
0012900 C B) LEAVE BLANK IF YOU SUPPLY YOUR OWN 'TURB'
0013000 C C) GIVE YOUR ESTIMATE IF PROGRAM CONSIDERATION DESIRED,
0013100 C BUT THEN GIVE AN ESTIMATE FOR WTURL',TO0.
0013200 C TURL = MAINSTREAM LENGTH SCALE (MACRO) CM. OPTIONAL INPUT.
0013300 C A) LEAVE BLANK IF NO CONSIDERATION REQUIRED.
0O13400 C B) LEAVE BLANK IF YOU SUPPLY YOUR OWN 'TURB'
0013500 C C) GIVE YOUR ESTIMATE IF PROGRAM CONSIDERATION DESIRED,
0013600 C BUT THEN GIVE AN ESTIMATE FOR 'TURIN',TO0.
0013700 C TW = WALL TErIPERATURE (K)
0013800 C
0013900 C UJ = JET EXIT VELOCITY
0014000 C
0014100 C VISC(I) : VISCOSITY OF SPECIES (G/(CM_SEC))
0014200 C V(I) = NUMBER OF SODIUM ATOMS IN TRACE SPECIES I
0014300 C
0014400 C WA = AIR FLOW RATE (G/SEC)
0014500 C WI,WJ : TEMPORARY STORAGE VALUES FOR DATOS(3,I)
0014600 C LqFRED : PREDICTED NA2SD4 DEPOSITION RATE (MG/HR)
0014700 C _OBS = EXPERIMENTALLY OBSERVED NA2SO_ DEPOSTION RATE (MG/HR)
0014800 C
0014900 C XJ(I) : MOLE FRACTION OF SPECIES I IN FLAME
0015000 C X1 = TURIN_RE/IOO,F(TURB) INTERMEDIATE
0015100 C XW(1) = MOLE FRACTION OF SPECIES I AT WALL
0015200 C X(4) = MOLE FRACTION OF DOMINANT SPECIES IN MIXTURE
0015300 C
0015400 C YNAJ = TOTAL SODIUM MOLE FRACTION IN FLAME
0015500 C YHAW = TOTAL SODIUr_ MOLE FRACTION AT STATION W
0015600 C YSJ : TOTAL SULFUR MOLE FRACTION IN FLAME






_016500 C SODIUM VERSION OF CHEMICALLY FROZEN BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY
0016400 C USED FOR SODIUM SULFATE DEPOSITION RATE CALCULATIONS
0016500 C









0017500 DATA V/ 1.0 , 1.0 , 2.0 , 0.0 , 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 /
0017600 C
0017700 WRITE(6,qgO)
0017800 _90 FORMAT(IOX,'CFBL THEORY FOR SODIUM SULFATE DEPOSITION RATE',Z)
0017900 WRITE(6,900)




0018400 C PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE FORMAT OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS W




0018900 C DOMINANT SPECIES IN THE MIXTURE
0019000 C 1=NITROGEN , 2=OXYGEN • 3=NATER • _=CARBOH DIOXIDE
0019100 C
0019200 C TRACE SPECIES IN THE MIXTURE
0019300 C I=NAOH , 2=NA , 3=NA2SO_ , _=502 , 5=S03 , 6=NACL , 7=H2S
0019400 C
0019500 C










0020600 C INPUT :
0020700 C





0021500 C OUTPUT OF INPUT PARAMETERS
0021400 C
0021500 WRITE(6,978) IRUN,ITYPE,F,TW,TO,PO,PJ,DC,WOBS,FSORET
0021600 978 FORMAT(IOX,'IRUN =',I2,/,IOX,'ITYPE =',I2,/,IOX,'F =',
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0021700 WFIO.6,/,IOX,'TW (K) =',FIO.3,/,IOX,
0021800 W'TO (K) =',FIO.3,/,IOX,'PO (ATM) =',FIO.6,/,IOX,'PJ (ATM) :',F10.6- • -
0021900 *,/,IOX,'DC =',Fg.6/IOX,'WOBS (NG/HR) =',FIO.6,/,IOX,'FSORET =',LI)
0022000 _RITE(6,988) WA,DIAW,LW,DJ,TURIN,TURL,SHAPE,DIV
0022100 988 FORMAT(IOX,'WA (GISEC) =',FIO.5,/,IOX,'DIAW (CM) :',FIO.5,
0022200 w/,IOX,'LW (CM) :',FIO.5,1,1OX,'DJ (CM) :',FIO.5,/,IOX,
0022300 W'TURIH =',F8._,' PERCENT',/,IOX,'TURL (CM) =',FIO.5,/,IOX, -
0022400 _'SHAPE :',F7._,I,IOX,'DIV :',F7._)
0022500 _RITE(6,939)
0022600 939 FOR_IAT(/,IOX,'I=I=NAOH , I:2=NA , I:3:NA2SO_ , I=6=NACL',/)
0022700 C


























0025400 C COMPUTE THE AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF MIXTURE
0025500 C (NEGLECT THE TRACE SPECIES)
0025600 C I=NITROGEN,2=OXYGEN,3=WATER,4=CARBON DIOXIDE







































0029400 C GIVE VALUES OF E/K, SIGMA AND MOLEC. WEIGHT FOR TRACE SPECIES I
0029500 C
0029600 DO i0 I=I,7




0030100 GO TO 11




0030600 GO TO ii




0031100 GO TO II




0031600 GO TO 11




0032100 GO TO 11






































0035900 C CALCULATE NA2S06 DEPOSITION RATE CONTRIBUTED FROM SPECIES I









0036900 C PRINT INTERIM OUTPUT
0037000 C
0037100 IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 566
0037200 IF(FSORET) GO TO 100
0057500 WRITE(6,564)





0037800 546 WRITE(6,550) I,DA,NU,SC,XJ(I),XN(1),TAU,THERM,M(I)
• 0037900 550 FORMAT(1X,I1,6E15.5,F15.5,2E15.5,/)
0038000 10 CONTINUE
0038100 C
0035200 C COMPUTE TOTAL SODIUM(NA) AND SULFUR(S) MASS FLUX



































0041800 4 FORMAT(/,IOX,'AM =',FIO.5,/,IOX,'TURB =',FIO.5,/,IOX,'RE =',FIO.5,/, -
0041900 _IOX,'SUM (G/CMWWZ/SEC) =',E13.5,/,IOX,'SMS (G/CM_W2/SEC) =',E13.5,/, -
0042000 WIOX,'RATIO =',FIO._/,IOX, -
0042100 W'PREDICTED NA2S04 DEPOSITION RATE (MG/HR) =',FIO.5,/,IOX,
0042200 W'ERROR (%) =',FIO.4,/,IOX,'GM =',FIO.5,/,IOX,'PR =',FIO.6,/,IOX, -
0042300 _'X(N2) =',FIO.6,/,IOX,'X(02) =',FIO.B,/,IOX, WX(H20) =W,FIO.6,/,IOX, -
0042400 _'X(C02) =',FIO.6,/,IOX,'TJ (K) =',F10.4,/)
0042500 WRITE(6,950)









0063500 SUBROUTINE PARAM (J,EPSOVK,SIG2oM)
0063600 C














0045100 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES DIMENSIONLESS HEAT CAPACITY FROM A
0045200 C CURVE FIT VALID FOR 300K < T < IO00K AND IO00K < T < 5000K
0045300 C
0045400 DIMENSIONCOEFI(5,_),COEF2¢5,4)
0045500 DATA COEFI/ 0.28532899E+01, 0.16022128E-02,-0.62936893E-06, -
0065600 _ 0.I1461022E-09,-0.78057665E-14, -
0045700 _ 0.36122159E+01, 0.74853166E-05,-0.198206_7E-06, -
0045800 _ 0.33749008E-i0,-0.2_907_76E-I_, -
0045900 W 0.26360654E+01 , 0.31121899E-02 ,-0.90278_69E-06 , -
0046000 _ 0 12673056E-09 ,-0.691667_2E-16 , -
0046100 w 0.66608041E+01 , 0.50981719E-02 -0.12_92571E-05 , -
0046200 _ 0 22761525E-09 ,-0.15525954E-15
0046300 DATA COEF2/ 0.37044177E+01 ,-0.16218753E-02 , 0.28670392E-05 , -
0046400 K -0.12028885E-08 ,-0.13954677E-13 , -
0046500 _ 0.37837135E+01 ,-0.30233634E-02 , 0.99492751E-05 , -
0046600 _ -0.98189101E-08 , 0.33031825E-II , -
0046700 _ 0.41675564E+01 ,-0.18106868E-02 , 0.59650878E-05 , -
0046800 _ -0.48670871E-08 , 0.15284144E-II
0046900 _ 0.26007797E+01 , 0.87350957E-02_-0.66070878E-05 , -
0047000 _ 0.20021861E-08, 0.6327_039E-15/
0047100 IF(T.GT.IO00.) GO TO 10
0047200 CJ:COEF2(5,J)_T_4+COEF2(4,J)_T_W3+COEF2(_,J)_T_2+COEF2(2,J)_T -
0047300 _+COEF2(I,J)
0047400 GO TO 20























0050000 C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVE5 COLLISION INTEGRALS,VISCOSITY AND THERMAL




0050500 DATA ALPA/ 0.300 , 0.350 , 0.600 , 0.650 , 0.500 , 0.550 , 0.600 ,-
0050600 _ 0.650 , 0.700 , 0.750 , 0.800 , 0.850 , 0.900 , 0.950 ,-
0050700 _ 1.000 , 1.050 , 1.100 , 1.150 , 1.200 , 1.250 , 1.300 ,-
0050800 _ 1.350 , 1.600 , 1.650 , 1.500 , 1.550 , 1.600 , 1.650 ,-
0050900 w 1.700 , 1.750 , 1.800 , 1.850 , 1.900 , 1.950 , 2.000 ,-
0051000 w 2.100 , 2.200 , 2.300 , 2.600 , 2.500 , 2.600 , 2.700 ,-
005!100 _ 2.800 , 2.900 , 3,000 , 3.100 , 3.200 , 3.300 , 3.600 ,-
0051200 _ 3.500 , 3.600 , 3.700 , 3.800 , 3.900 , 6.000 , 4.100 ,-
0051300 _ 6.200 , 6.300 , 6.600 , 6.500 , 6.600 , 6.700 , 6.800 ,-
0051400 _ 6.900 , 5.000 , 6.000 , 7.000 , 8.000 , 9.000 , 10.00 ,-
0051500 _ 20.00 , 30.00 , 40.00 , 50.00 , 60.00 , 70.00 , 80.00 ,-
0051600 _ 90.00 , 100.0 /
005!700 DATA ORE/ 2.7850 , 2.6280 , 2.6920 , 2.3680 , 2.2570 , 2.1560 , -
0051800 w 2.0650 , I 9820 , 1.9080 , 1.8410 , 1.7800 , 1.7250 , -
0051900 w 1.6750 , 1 6290 , 1.5870 , 1.5690 , 1.5160 , 1.6820 , -
0052000 _ 1.4520 , 1 4240 , 1.3990 , 1.3750 , 1.3530 , 1.3330 , -
0052100 _ 1.3160 , 1 2960 , 1.2790 , 1.2660 , 1.2680 , 1.2360 , -
0052200 _ 1.2210 , 1 2090 , 1.1970 , 1.1860 , 1.1750 , 1.1560 , -
0052300 _ 1.1380 , I 1220 , 1.1070 , 1.0930 , 1.0810 , 1.0690 , -
0052400 K 1.0580 , 1 0680 , 1.0390 , 1.0300 , 1.0220 , 1.0160 , -
0052500 _ 1.0070 , 0.9999 , 0.9932 , 0.9870 , 0.9811 , 0.9755 , -
0052600 _ 0.9700 , 0.9649 , 0.9600 , 0.9553 , 0.9507 , 0.9666 , -
0052700 _ 0.9422 , 0.9382 , 0.9343 , 0.9305 , 0.9269 , 0.8963 , -
0052800 K 0.8727 , 0.8538 , 0.8379 , 0.8242 , 0.7432 , 0.7005 , -
0052900 * 0.6718 , 0.6504 , 0.6335 , 0.6194 , 0.6076 , 0.5973 , -
0053000 _ 0.5882 /
0053100 DATA OMED/ 2.6620 2.4760 , 2.3180 , 2.1860 , 2.0660 , 1.9660 , -
0053200 _ 1.8770 1.7980 , 1.7290 , 1.6670 , 1.6120 _ 1.5620 , -
0053300 w 1.5170 1.4760 , 1.4390 , 1.4060 , 1.5750 , 1.3460 , -
0053400 _ 1 3200 1.2960 , 1.2730 , 1.2530 , 1.2330 , 1.2150 , -
0053500 * 1 1980 1.1820 , 1.1670 , 1.1530 , 1.1400 , 1.1280 , -
0053600 _ 1 1160 1.I050 , 1.0940 , 1.0840 , 1.0750 , 1.0570 , -
0053700 < 1 0410 1.0260 , 1.0120 , 0.9996 , 0.9878 , 0.9770 , -
0053800 _ 0 9672 0.9576 , 0.9490 , 0.9406 , 0.9328 , 0.9256 , -
0053900 _ 0 9186 0.9120 , 0.9058 , 0.8998 , 0.8942 , 0.8888 , -
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0054000 w 0.8836 , 0.8788 , 0.8740 , 0.8694 , 0.8652 , 0.8610 , -
0054100 * 0.8568 , 0.8530 , 0.8492 , 0.8456 , 0.8422 t 0.8124 • - "
0054200 _ 0.7896 , 0.7712 • 0.7556 , 0.7424 • 0.6640 • 0.6232 , -
0054300 _ 0.5960 , 0.5756 , 0.5596 , 0.5464 , 0.5352 , 0.5256 , -
0054400 N 0.5170 /







0055200 GO TO 68






0055900 GO TO 204
0056000 111 OVDT:OME(J)
0056100 OMEDT:OMED(J)
















0057800 SUBROUTINE MIXPRO(T,ETAMIX, LAMIX)
0057900 C
















o 0059500 DO 18 I=I,6
i 0059600 PROV=O.



























0062600 C SUBROUTINE DIF GIVES DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF TRACE SPECIES K
















0066600 C SUBROUTINE TMDF CALCULATES THERMAL DIFFUSION EFFECT, F(SORET),







0065100 IF(FSORET) GO TO 10
0065200 THERM=I.O
0065300 TAU=O.O










0066500 C SUBROUTINE HUM CALCULATES PERIMETER AVERAGED NUSSELT NUMBER











0067800 C SUBROUTINE TURBL CALCULATES EFFECT OF MAINSTREAM TURBULENCE
0067900 C
0068000 REAL LOD
0068100 IF(TURIN.NE.O.0) GO TO 5
0068200 IF(TURB.EQ.O.O) GO TO i0








0069100 GO TO 20
0069200 2 PHI=9.0+O.03375wXI
0069300 20 TURB=I.+PSI_PHI





0069900 C__w_w_ww_w_w_w_WW_wW_ END OF PROGRAM ww_w_w_w_w_WwWw__
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